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Memory: Creating Mnemonics

BACKGROUND

Memories are created and stored in vast networks of neurons inside our brains.  Memories serve an important 
role in many of our daily cognitive tasks, like using passwords, following schedules, and shopping. It becomes 
crucial that we not only store memories, but have a way of later retrieving those memories when we need 
them. It is in memory retrieval that mnemonic techniques, or using codes, retrieval clues, and imagery to allow 
for efficient storage and retrieval of memories, become extremely useful.  Mnemonic techniques can take 
many forms, from acronyms like PEMDAS (Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally- Parentheses, Exponents, 
Multiply, Divide, Add and Subtract) to the code Spidey used to remember everyone’s object in the episode.  
Mnemonics are powerful tools for learning new information, like in school!  A mnemonic technique can be as 
creative and personal as you like. What’s important is that it works! 

INSTRUCTIONS

 Five different science topics you have learned are outlined with the important vocabulary that accompanied 
the topic below.  You will develop a mnemonic device for each of the topics. Use your notes as a reference if 
you need to. You will share out your technique with the class. If you have time, try out the challenge or another 
topic!

1. Branches of Science
Task: If you ever forget the 6 elements that make up almost all biological molecules just remember the  
acronym CHNOPS (carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, sulfur).  Try to come up with an acro-
nym that people can use to remember the following branches of science. Work through as many combinations 
as you can until it sounds like a word you would remember (you might need the first two letters to make it 
work).

Physics    Chemistry    Biology    Geology    Astronomy    Meteorology

Acronym:  
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2. Unit Conversion
Task: While scientists can always look a number up, it can be very helpful to commit some numbers to memo-
ry.  In the episode, you saw a technique where Spidey used imagery to remember objects that people named. 
See if you can use imagery to remember how many centimeters are in one inch (for example, to remember the 
conversion for feet to inches, the image might be a foot with twelve toes). 

1 inch = 2.54 centimeters

Image: 

  

 

3. Astronomy
Most people have learned classification of life through the phrase “King Phillip Came Over For Good Spa-
ghetti” or some similar phrase.  We then go through life never forgetting the order from most general to most 
specific: kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, species.  Use a similar mnemonic technique to organize 
the following structures from smallest to largest.

Galaxy  Planet  Solar System  Universe

Acronym/phrase:   

 

Challenge: Rock Formation
Task: The three major rock groups we study: Metamorphic, Sedimentary, and Igneous, all form through very 
different processes. Try to develop an acronym/phrase or other technique to match the three processes listed 
below to the rock types they form.

compaction/cementation                solidification  heat and pressure

Acronym/phrase:   

 


